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Abstract
We introduce bnpy, a new inference engine implemented in Python for
unsupervised learning from millions of examples. Our framework applies to
a large class of parametric and Bayesian nonparametric (BNP) clustering
models that capture sequential, hierarchical, or spatial structure. For BNP
models, we develop memoized variational algorithms that explore adding
or removing clusters to discover compact, interpretable models.
Python code: http://bitbucket.org/michaelchughes/bnpy-dev/
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Goals

A primary goal in machine learning is to infer interpretable clusters or segmentations from
complex datasets. While the simple mixture model is quite popular, many models go beyond
universal exchangeability to capture spatial, temporal, hierarchical, or relational structure.
Further work has combined these structured models with Bayesian nonparametric (BNP)
priors [1] like the Dirichlet process (DP) to enable learning the number of clusters from
data, rather than fixing this number in advance as parametric models do.
Unfortunately, most implementations are not effective for real-world applications. Both
MCMC sampling-based methods [2] and optimization-based methods [3] show sensitivity to
poor initializations and can remain trapped in local optima even after days of computation.
Practitioners often keep the best of dozens of independent restarts, though this approach is
too expensive for large-scale datasets and often still does not yield satisfactory results.
Our research goal is to provide a scalable and reliable inference framework for a large (but
not universal) family of clustering models, including both BNP and parametric models.
In pursuit of this goal, we are building a Python toolbox called bnpy that can apply
diverse models and algorithms to real-world datasets via compositional modules. To achieve
scalability, we focus our efforts on two modern optimization-based approaches which can
process data one subset (or “batch”) at a time: stochastic variational inference [4] and
memoized variational inference [5]. To achieve reliability, we design birth, merge, and delete
moves that can add or remove clusters for BNP models during a single run of inference,
enabling discovery of a parsimonious set of clusters with good predictive power. As a
secondary goal, we plan in the future to develop Gibbs sampling methods for our framework.
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Models

Our framework supports a broad class of models unified by the compositional structure
shown in Fig. 1. Every model generates each data token xn by assigning it to a single
cluster indicated by discrete variable zn ∈ {1, 2, . . . K, . . .}. If zn = k, we draw xn from
an exponential family (EF) density with natural parameter φk : p(xn |φk ) ∝ exp[s(xn )T φk ],
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Figure 1: Our compositional view of clustering models. Col. A: Generative model for one data
token xn . Col. B: Possible dependency graphs for cluster probability vectors π: DP (top), HDP
(middle), and dependent DPs (bottom). Col. C: Possible graphs for cluster indicators z.

where s(xn ) is a sufficient statistic. This general EF form allows many data types (real,
binary, discrete) but ensures tractable inference. Without the EF assumption, we cannot
summarize large datasets via compact sufficient statistics, which complicates scalability.
The allocation of cluster assignments across a dataset requires two sets of variables: probability vectors π and indicators z. We have one zn indicator for each data token, and one
or more πj nodes, each a positive vector that sums to unity with an entry for each cluster.
By choosing a fixed graph structure for π and z, we encode structural assumptions into the
model, as shown in Fig. 1. Always, indicator zn is drawn from the distribution over clusters
defined at one πj node. The chosen πj node is assigned by token n’s parent in the z graph:
j = zpa(n) . This restricts z to multiple trees, but still allows general π.
Our framework defines a single allocation model by combining fixed graph structures for
π, z from columns B and C. Each model can be either parameteric or nonparametric, based
on the prior distribution of the top-level π0 . The pair (B1,C1) yields mixture models [6],
while (B2, C2) gives topic models [7, 8], and (B2, C3) gives hidden Markov models [9]. The
pair (B2, C4) yields hidden Markov trees used for multi-scale image modeling [10, 11] and
text parsing [12, 13]. B3 and C2 could yield a topic model where frequencies vary over time,
as in [14]. This framework also extends to relational block models [15, 16], hierarchical or
sticky sequential models [17, 18], and spatial models for image segmentation [19].
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Variational Inference

Variational methods frame posterior inference as an optimization problem [3]. The
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is a simple example, but BNP models require
sophisticated methods that better manage uncertainty. These methods seek an approximate density q over hidden variables that is as close as possible in KL divergence to the
true, intractable posterior. Factorization assumptions make q tractable by restricting each
variable in z, π, φ to an EF density controlled by free parameters [3]. The goal of optimization is to update these free parameters to maximize an objective L that lower bounds the
evidence: log p(x) ≥ L(. . .). Closed-form iterative update algorithms exist for many cases.
Scalability. Recent stochastic algorithms [4] extend variational inference to large datasets
by processing one small data subset (or “batch”) at a time. These methods optimize a noisy
function whose expectation is the whole-dataset objective L(·). They are sensitive to the
choice of learning rate, which must be carefully tuned for ideal performance. Further, the
noisy objective can complicate decisions about adding or removing clusters in BNP models.
A promising alternative is memoized variational inference [5]. This method extends the
incremental EM algorithm of [20] to BNP models, aggregating EF sufficent statistics across
2
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Figure 2: Left: Image patches - Heldout performance vs. K for runs with 50 (dashed) and 100
(solid) initial clusters, plus sample patches from final DP and HDP top-ranked clusters when applied
to snake test image. Right: Wikipedia articles - Heldout performance vs. K for HDP algorithms
with 100 (dashed) and 200 (solid) initial topics, plus two topic pairs accepted by our merge moves.

batch-by-batch updates to exactly optimize the whole-dataset objective. Memoized inference has the same run-time complexity as stochastic, but avoids learning rates entirely.
Reliability via merge, delete, and birth moves. Discovering a compact set of clusters benefits interpretability and improves algorithm speed. We use two non-local proposals
that remove clusters: pair-wise merges eliminate redundancy and deletes remove unnecessary clusters. Given a candidate proposal, we evaluate L(·) and accept if it improves.
Memoization allows rapid construction and verification even for large datasets.
Escaping poor initialization requires adding useful clusters missing from the current model.
We developed data-informed birth moves that can add many clusters at once, even if no single
batch alone contains enough evidence for the cluster. When deployed for DP mixtures [5],
these moves enable models started with one cluster to quickly reach hundreds if necessary.
Some previous efforts [21] employ similar non-local moves, but ours apply to a wider class
of models and can scale to large datasets. Our memoized approach is crucial for this goal.
Fig. 2 shows the poor performance of a stochastic split-and-merge method [22], likely caused
by making decisions based on a noisy single-batch (not whole-dataset) objective.
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Implementation and Results

We have prototyped our framework in an open-source Python package called bnpy. To run
inference on a new dataset, we specify via pre-defined keywords an allocation model, datageneration method, and algorithm (with optional moves). We plan to move beyond keywords
like “DPMix” for π, z pairs toward a general-purpose specification language. Command A
below trains a DP-mixtures-of-Gaussians model on 3.5 million image patches, while B trains
an HDP admixture on the same data. C trains an HDP topic model on Wikipedia articles.
A: run ( ' ImgPatch ' , 'DPMix ' , ' Gauss ' , 'memo ' , moves= ' b i r t h , merge ' )
B : run ( ' ImgPatch ' , 'HDPAdmix ' , ' Gauss ' , 'memo ' , moves= ' merge , d e l e t e ' )
C : run ( ' Wiki ' , 'HDPAdmix ' , ' M u l t i n o m i a l ' , ' s t o c h a s t i c ' )

Fig. 2 compares bnpy and competitor methods on these two applications. Trace plots show
births (B), merges (M), and deletes (D) making big changes in the number of clusters while
improving predictions on heldout data. In our HDP topic model comparison, neither Gibbs
samplers [8] nor stochastic split-merge methods [22] make such productive changes. We
have also verified our topic modeling algorithms on 1.8 million NY Times articles.
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Conclusion

Via a modular approach to models and algorithms, bnpy empowers practioners to explore
huge datasets without writing custom inference code. Our memoized variational approach
scales like stochastic methods but offers more principled verification for moves that escape
poor initializations to discover interpretable, compact structure.
3
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